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Quantum mechanics is a cornerstone of our current understanding of nature and extremely successful in describing physics
covering a huge range of scales. However, its interpretation remains controversial since the early days of quantum mechanics.
What does a quantum state really mean? Is there any way out of the so-called quantum measurement problem? Here, we present
an information-complete quantum theory (ICQT) and the trinary property of nature to beat the above problems. We assume that
a quantum system’s state provides an information-complete description of the system in the trinary picture. We present a
consistent formalism of quantum theory that makes the information-completeness explicitly and argue that conventional
quantummechanics is an approximation of the ICQT.We then show how our ICQTprovides a coherent picture and fresh angle of
some existing problems in physics. +e computational content of our theory is uncovered by defining an information-complete
quantum computer.

1. Introduction

+e unease of understanding quantum theory (QT) began
at the very beginning of its establishment. +e famous
Bohr–Einstein debate [1, 2] inspired a lively controversy
on quantum foundations. QT is surely an empirically
successful theory, with huge applications ranging from
subatomic world to cosmology. However, why does it
attract such a heated debate over its whole history? +e
controversial issues on quantum foundations mainly fo-
cus on two aspects: (Q1) What does a wave function (or a
quantum state) really mean? (Q2) Is the so-called quan-
tum measurement problem [3–9] really a problem? +e
first axiom of the standard QT states that a system’s wave
function provides a complete description of the system.
But accepting the wave function as QT’s central entity,
what is the physical meaning of the wave function itself?
In this regard, there are two alternatives that the quantum
state might be either a state about an experimenter’s
knowledge or information about some aspects of reali-
ty—an epistemic viewpoint—or a state of physical reali-
ty—an ontic viewpoint [10, 11]. A recent result [12] on this
issue seems to support the reality of quantum states, yet
with ongoing controversy [13, 14].

On the contrary, the quantum measurement problem is
perhaps the most controversial one on quantum founda-
tions. According to the orthodox interpretation (namely, the
Copenhagen interpretation [4]) of QT, a quantum system in
a superposition of different states evolves deterministically
according to the Schrödinger equation, but actual mea-
surements always collapse, in a truly randomway, the system
into a definite state, with a probability determined by the
probability amplitude according to the Born rule. When,
where, and how the quantum state really collapses are out of
the reach of QTas it is either “uninteresting or unscientific to
discuss reality before measurement” [14].

Our classical world view implies that there exists a world
that is objective and independent of any observations. By
sharp contrast, what is observed on a quantum system is
dependent upon the choice of experimental arrangements;
mutually exclusive (or complementary) properties cannot be
measured accurately at the same time, a fact known as the
complementarity principle. In particular, which type of
measurements one would like to choose is totally a free will
[15] or a freedom of choice [16–18]. Such a freedom of choice
underlies the Pusey–Barrett–Rudolph theorem [12] and the
derivation of Bell’s inequalities [16–19]. However, one could
ask the following: What does a free will or a freedom of
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choice mean physically and particularly, and what is the
physical system that encodes information about the free will
or freedom of choice?

+us, in the orthodox interpretation, classical concepts
are necessary for the description of measurements (which
type of measurements to choose and the particular mea-
surement results for chosen measurement) in QT, although
the measurement apparatus can indeed be described
quantum mechanically, as done by von Neumann [20, 21].
Seen from its very structure, quantum mechanics “contains
classical mechanics as a limiting case, yet at the same time, it
requires this limiting case for its own formulation” [22]. In
this sense, the current QT has a classical-quantum hybrid
feature. At a cosmological scale, the orthodox interpretation
rules out the possibility of assigning a wave function to the
whole Universe, as no external observer could exist to
measure the Universe.

Facing with the interpretational difficulties, various in-
terpretations on QT were proposed by many brilliant
thoughts, such as the hidden-variable theory [16, 23] (ini-
tiated by the famous Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen paper [1]
questioning the completeness of QT), many-worlds inter-
pretation [24, 25], the relational interpretation [26, 27], the
decoherence theory [5], and the WISE (wavefunction is the
system entity) interpretation [10, 11], to mention a few.
+us, “questions concerning the foundations of quantum
mechanics have been picked over so thoroughly that little
meat is left” [14]. +e discovery of Bell’s inequalities [19] (as
well as the related quantum nonlocality, questioned from the
many-worlds interpretation [25]) and the emerging field of
quantum information [28] might be among a few excep-
tions. +e recent development of quantum information
science sparks the information-theoretical understanding of
quantum formalism [29–32].

Logically, if one is looking for a quantum formalism that
is universally valid, one should not assume anything beyond
the description of the formalism. Current QTdoes not meet
this internal logic requirement as the change of its central
entity, quantum states, is separated into two broken
pieces—the transition from a probability amplitude (related
to a unitary evolution) to a probability (related to a non-
unitary measurement) has to require a macroscopic, thus
classical, apparatus. Inspired by the classical-quantum hy-
brid feature of current QT and the abovementioned inter-
pretational progresses, here we present an information-
complete quantum theory (ICQT) by removing any classical
systems/concepts in our description of nature. +e ICQT is
based on the information-completeness principle: any in-
formation must be carried and acquired by certain quantum
systems that encode their complete information. In this way,
quantum states represent the information-complete code of
any possible information that one might acquire. Here, what
do we mean by “information” and how to acquire or
measure information? In a genuinely quantum world (i.e.,
there is no room for any classical system), measurement is
simply interaction between two physical systems [27]. +e
interaction creates quantum entanglement between the two
systems; what entanglement encodes is the information
about the two systems—entanglement between the two

systems acquires information of them; no entanglement
means no information. Now, it is ready to see that the in-
formation-complete physical system must be a composite
system, whose constituents interact to mutually acquire
information; to be information-complete, the number of the
constituents has to be three. As argued below, the three
constituents are an indivisible “trinity.”

+e aim of the present work is thus to suggest a new
quantum structure that respects the information-com-
pleteness principle. After working out the information-
completeness explicitly in our formalism, we show that
information-complete physical systems, whose definition is
to be given below, are characterized by a trinary description,
dual entanglement pattern, the emergent dual Born rule, and
dual dynamics. As enforced by the information-complete-
ness principle within the trinary picture, an information-
complete trinity is characterized by the indivisibility of its
kinematics and dynamics; its complete information (i.e., the
physical predictions) is merely dual entanglement, which
acquires a very universal role in our information-complete
quantum formalism. +e computational content of our
theory is uncovered by defining an information-complete
quantum computer with a trinary structure and potential of
outperforming conventional quantum computers. Seen
from the ICQT, the current QT, due to its classical-quantum
hybrid feature, is not information-complete and thus suffers
from interpretational difficulties.

2. An Information-Complete Description for
Finite-Dimensional Systems

+e orthodox quantum measurement theory [3–5, 7–9] was
proposed by von Neumann and can be summarized as
follows: for an unknown d-dimensional quantum state |ψ〉S

of a quantum system S to be measured, a measurement
apparatus (“a pointer”) A is coupled to the system via a
unitary operator USA(s, p). Here, s is system’s observable
whose eigenstate with respect to the eigenvalue sj reads
|j,S〉, namely, s|j,S〉 � sj|j,S〉 (j � 1, 2, . . . , d); p is the
momentum operator which shifts pointer’s q-reading
([q, p] � i). Assuming that the pointer is initialized in a
“ready” state |0,A〉 and expanding |ψ,S〉 in terms of |j,S〉

as |ψ,S〉 � jcj|j,S〉, then the system and the apparatus
are mapped into

USA(s, p)|ψ,S〉|0,A〉 � 
j

cj|j,S〉 qj,A
 〉. (1)

To ideally measures, one has to assume thatAmust have
at least d macroscopically distinguishable pointer positions
(plus the ready position corresponding to |0,A〉), and the
pointer state |qj,A〉 and the measured states |j,S〉 have an
one-to-one correspondence. +e above is the usual pre-
measurement process. +e orthodox interpretation of the
measurement can only predict the collapse of a definite state
|j,S〉 with a probability |cj|

2 given by the probability am-
plitude cj; the collapse occurs in a truly random way. For
latter convenience, we call (s, p) as an observable pair. It is
interesting to note that a factorizable structure of the
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“measurement operation” USA(s, p) was discovered in the
context of the dynamical approach to the quantum mea-
surement problem [7, 8].

To avoid the quantum measurement problem, here we
take a key step by assuming explicitly information-com-
pleteness, whose meaning will be clear below, in our for-
malism of describing nature. For measuring information on
S, one could of course choose various bases, namely, en-
tangle S and A in different bases. In the current QT, the
observer has the freedom for this kind of choices. However,
in the ICQT, we require that all information, including the
basis information, must be encoded by certain quantum
system to avoid any classical terms or concepts. To this end,
starting from a separable state |ψ,S〉|ϕ,A〉, we introduce
the third system, called the “programming system” (P)
hereafter to encode the basis information of S and A. We
assume that P has DP dimensions spanned by DP or-
thogonal states, called programming states |r,P〉

(r � 0, 1, . . . , DP − 1), where DP is to be determined by
information-completeness. Let us define a unitary pro-
gramming operation:

UP(SA) � 

DP−1

r�0
|r,P〉〈r,P| USA sr, pr( , (2)

which means that if P is in |r,P〉, then do a unitary
measurement operation USA(sr, pr) on SA. Now suppose
that P is prepared in an initial state |χ,P〉 � 

r

gr|r,P〉.
+en the state of the whole system PSA after the pro-
gramming operation reads

|P(SA)〉 � 

DP−1

r�0
gr|r,P〉|r,SA〉, (3)

where |r,SA〉 � USA(sr, pr)|ψ,S〉|ϕ,A〉 encodes the
programmed entanglement, if any, between S and A. For a
given |r,P〉, the pair observables (denoted by (sr, pr)) and
their information to be measured are determined by the
Schmidt form of |r,SA〉. Note that |P(SA)〉 can also be
written in a Schmidt form with positive real coefficients [33].
Hereafter we suppose that |P(SA)〉 has been Schmidt-
decomposed and gr > 0 (in practice, we could of course have
the situation where P and SA are not fully entangled, i.e.,
the number of gr > 0 is less than DP or dDA).

Now the key point of our formalism is to require that the
programming system P encodes all possible, namely, in-
formation-complete, measurement operations that are
allowed to act upon the SA-system. To be “information-
complete,” all programmed measurement operations
USA(sr, pr) can at least achieve the measurements of a
complete set of operators for S; for the d-dimensional
system, the complete set has d2 operators [34], i.e., the
minimal DP � d2. Note that the information-complete set
of operators or measurement is also important for quantum
state tomography [35, 36].

Another trick in the above discussion is that, to enable
the information-complete programmed measurements, it
seems that one needs DP different measurement appara-
tuses. Hereafter we take a step further by dropping this

specific measurement model by regarding theA-system as a
single quantum system (not necessarily having p and q as in
the specific model that we considered above) with DA (≥d)
dimensions, and as such, the standard premeasurement
process described above is simply to entangle S and A (see
the next section for further discussion). In this case, we have
DP ≥dDA due to the property of the Schmidt decompo-
sition. +e step is necessary for seeking a model-indepen-
dent and intrinsic description of the whole system PSA.

To have an easy understanding of our information-
complete description of physical systems, some remarks are
necessary. First, we note that the third system is also in-
cluded in other interpretations of QT, such as the many-
worlds interpretation [24, 25], the relational interpretation
[26, 27], and the “objective quantum measurement” [37].
However, the third system in our formalism plays a role that
is dramatically different from those interpretations. Actually,
imposing information-completeness into our quantum de-
scription of nature distinguishes our theory from all the
previous interpretations of QT. Second, the fact that
|r,SA〉, as entangled, can always be written in a Schmidt
form implies a symmetric role played by S and A. Mean-
while, the role of P is dramatically different from that of
either S or A. But P and the combined system SA play a
symmetric role. We anticipate that such a feature could have
profound consequences, particularly for the internal con-
sistency of the theory.We will find that this is indeed the case
when we consider the dynamics within the ICQT.

3. The Emergent Dual Born Rule

How to acquire information and which kind of information
to acquire are two questions of paramount importance. In
usual quantum measurement problem [6], the problem of
definite outcomes and the problem of the preferred basis
answer the two problems separately. In particular, the ex-
istence of a preferred basis gives an explanation for why a
specific pointer basis gets chosen and, ultimately, for the
appearance of classicality. However, we should keep in mind
that the Schmidt basis, as we used in the ICQT, does not
necessarily correspond to a preferred basis, whose existence
requires other criterion for classicality.

According to the ICQT, on one hand, the only way to
acquire information is to interact (i.e., entangle) the system
S and the apparatusA with each other; no interaction leads
to no entanglement and thus no information. +is is in a
similar spirit as the relational interpretation [26, 27], which
treats the quantum state as being observer-dependent,
namely, the state is the relation between the observer and the
system. On the other hand, the programming system P, by
interacting with SA, dictates the way (actually, the infor-
mation-complete way) on which kind of information (called
the “P-SA information” hereafter) to acquire about the
system S. For instance, if the whole system is programmed
to measure sr, then S and A interact with each other to
induce the programmed measurement operations
USA(sr, pr). +is process generates the entangled state
|r,SA〉 with which A “knows,” in a completely coherent
way, all information (called the “programmed SA|P
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information”) about S in the basis of sr; the amount of
entanglement contained in |r,SA〉 quantifies the amount of
information acquired during this measurement. Also, P
“knows,” again in a completely coherent way, the infor-
mation about which kind of information (here |r,SA〉) A
has about S; the amount of the P-(SA) entanglement
quantifies the amount of information on which kind of
measurements to do. All information is coherently and
completely encoded there by certain quantum system.

+us, for any given system S in our description, one has
to ask two questions: how S gets entangled with another
measurement system A and how many independent ways
can it be entangled withA?+e answer to the latter question
is completely contained in the entangled state |P(SA)〉,
while the answer to the former is the programmed entan-
glement |r,SA〉—the two questions are answered by en-
tanglement at two different levels, called dual entanglement.

Now let us state a key point in our ICQT. Namely,
entanglement (created by interaction), necessary and suffi-
cient for acquiring information, is the measurement and the
physical predictions of the theory as any possible information
(the P-SA information and the programmed SA|P in-
formation) is completely encoded in the particular dual
entanglement structure of the whole system. To see this, let
us note that the reduced density operators for P and SA

read

ρP � trSA[|P(SA)〉〈P(SA)||] � 

DP−1

r�0
g
2
r |r,P〉〈r,P|,

ρSA � trP[|P(SA)〉〈P(SA)|| � 

DP−1

r�0
g
2
r |r,SA〉〈r,SA|,

(4)

implying that all information about P (SA) is completely
contained in the set {g2

r , |r,P〉} ({g2
r , |r,SA〉}), the physical

predictions of the theory. Yet, all these physical predictions
are already encoded completely in the P-(SA) entangle-
ment. In other words, the P-(SA) entanglement is suffi-
cient to predict {g2

r , |r,P〉} and {g2
r , |r,SA〉}, a task that we

could expect for a measurement. Similar analysis applies to
the programmed entanglement |r,SA〉 as well.

As both |r,SA〉 and |P(SA)〉 are pure states, entan-
glement for each of them is uniquely quantified by the usual
entanglement entropy [33, 38]. Here, the P-(SA)

entanglement—a two-party entanglement, although having
three constituents (P, A, and S, called the trinity)—
quantifies the P-SA information and has entanglement
entropy maximally lnDP, while the S-A entanglement
contained in |r,SA〉 quantifies the programmed SA|P
information and has entanglement entropymaximally lnDS.
+is immediately identifies each of the squared coefficients
of their Schmidt decompositions as a probability [33] to
reconcile with Shannon’s definition of entropy. Put differ-
ently, in our information-complete description of physical
systems, entanglement does be all the information; classical
terms like probability arise in our description because of
either our reliance on classical concept of information or
certain approximate and incomplete description to be shown

below. By regarding entanglement directly as measurement of
complete information, one can avoid the classical-quantum
hybrid feature of current quantum theory or any classical
concepts having to use therein. Namely, one does not need to
ask nature classical questions via the conventional mea-
surement postulate if one believes that nature is funda-
mentally quantum mechanical. Of course, the measurement
postulate is absolutely needed for the conventional for-
mulation of QT to make physical predictions. By contrast,
physical predictions in the ICQTare completely encoded by
entanglement of the trinity.

+e status of quantum states (more precisely, dual en-
tanglement) in the information-completeness formalism
thus represents a complete reality of the whole system (P,S,
andA, the trinity). Such a reality picture (“quantum reality”)
is only possible by taking into account the information-
completeness explicitly in our formalism. Quantum states do
exist in a world that is informational and objective.
Whatever an observation might be, information-complete
states always encode information pertaining to that obser-
vation as programmed, without invoking observers or
having to appeal to any mysterious mechanisms to account
for wave function collapse; there is simply no wave function
collapse. Here local quantum states (i.e., states for each ofP,
S, and A) are all relative, but information encoded in dual
entanglement is invariant under the changes of local bases, a
basic property of entanglement. If one likes, the choice of
local bases can be called a free will or freedom of choice,
corresponding to certain “gauge.” Yet, all physical predic-
tions of the theory are encoded in dual entanglement and do
not depend on the chosen gauge. To compare with the
relational interpretation [26, 27], the ICQT tells us a kind of
quantum relationalism—while local quantum states of a
single system are merely of relative meaning, the relations
between states of two systems have physical significance; in a
truly quantum world, entanglement is the relations.

In certain sense, P and A act like a “quantum being”
(“qubeing”) who holds coherently all the information-
complete programmes on how to entangle S and A. In this
way, the qubeing has all the information about S. However,
our human beings plus the measurement apparatuses, unlike
the qubeing, are macroscopic and have so many quantum
degrees of freedom. For example, an experimenter, Alice,
together with her apparatus, would like to acquire infor-
mation about |ψ,S〉. First of all, she has to decidewhich kind
of information she would like to know. After making a
decision, she needs then to observe (that is, to interact with)
her apparatus readily entangled with S. In principle, Alice’s
decisions and observations are all physical processes which
should be described quantum mechanically. +us, if the
total system is isolated, it must be in dual entanglement,
encoding complete information of the whole system, as
argued above. Nevertheless, Alice, a human being, is so
used to and familiar with classical concepts on information
and physical systems. Practically, she has limited ability
and is lack of full knowledge of the entire system. In this
case, she has to “trace out” those quantum degrees of
freedom involved in her decisions (interaction betweenP

and SA), leading to a mixed state r|gr|
2|r,P〉t|〈r,P||
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and r|gr|
2|r,SA〉t|〈r,SA|| (see equation (4)). +is state

allows a probability interpretation about Alice’s freedom
of choice: each of her decisions |r,P〉 occurs with a
probability of |gr|

2. As far as a particular choice |r,P〉 has
been made, again she has to trace out her quantum degrees
of freedom involved in her observation (interaction be-
tween A and S). +is then leads to the usual Born rule
about |ψ,S〉 for the given measurement. +us, in the
ICQT, the Born rule, also in dual form, is an emergent or
derived rule determined by the dual entanglement
structure.

To summarize the above picture, the world view of the
ICQT is fascinating. If we regard the system S as an indi-
visible part of the qubeingPA, the whole systemPSA then
represents an information-complete and objective entity; it
seems that the qubeing has its own “consciousness,” a kind
of miraculous quantum ability, to encode and access all its
information in the form of dual entanglement, in which the
constituent parts of the qubeing are mutually measured or
defined. In other words, for the qubeing, all information
(namely, all physical predictions) is encoded in dual en-
tanglement via interaction, but not obtained via the usual
quantum measurement with the unavoidable concept of the
wave function collapse.

4e trinary picture (the division of S, A, and P) of
physical systems arises here as a new feature of the ICQT, as
shown in Figure 1. To retain the information-complete
description of nature, such a trinary picture seems to be
unavoidable. +e limitation of information contents in dual
entanglement could be tentatively called “the trinity prin-
ciple,” instead of the conventional complementarity prin-
ciple, to put the trinary property of physical systems on the
most fundamental ground.

+e loss of the trinary picture of describing physical
systems leads to the emergent dual Born rule, i.e., the
probability description on which kind of observables to
measure and then on which eigenvalue of the observable to
measure, due to, e.g., lack of full knowledge of the entire
system in our ICQT. +e conventional von Neumann en-
tropy quantifies this dual loss of information. In other
words, the conventional Born rule arises as a consequence of
the sacrifice of information-complete description in the
trinary picture; the sacrifice leads to a partial reality of
physical system as described by conventional QT.

4. The Information-Complete Dynamics

According to the above picture of nature, single free systems
are simply meaningless for acquiring information; a system,
which does not give information to (i.e., interact with) other
systems in any way, simply does not exist. +e “S+A”
description in the usual QT is also inadequate because of its
information-incompleteness as there is certain information
(e.g., the choice of measurement bases) not encoded by any
physical quantum system. +erefore, the dynamics of the
ICQTwill be dramatically different from the usual picture as
it requires interacting P+SA so as to obey the informa-
tion-completeness principle within the trinary picture.
Without specifying the P+SA dynamics to maintain the

information-complete trinary description, it is meaningless
or information-incomplete to specify local states of single
systems inP+SA. Namely, the ICQTis characterized by the
indivisibility of its kinematics and dynamics. Below, we give
some key features of the information-complete dynamics.

Before considering the information-complete dynamics,
let us introduce an important concept of dual measurability:
the P-SA measurability and the programmed SA|P
measurability. +e former means the ability of measuringP
with SA and vice versa; the latter means the ability of
measuring A with S and vice versa, under a given pro-
grammed measurement operation of P. +e P-SA mea-
surability (the programmed measurability SA|P) leads to
DP � DADS (DA � DS � D) and thus a symmetric role
betweenP andSA (S andA). Note that here measurability
does not mean certain quantum measurement actually
performed by an experimenter in the usual sense. As we
pointed out above, in the ICQT, entanglement is the
measurement. +us, dual measurability is simply another
side of dual entanglement; the relation among the dimen-
sions for the trinity’s quantum states is then a simple
consequence of the Schmidt decompositions of dual en-
tanglement, which is the complete physical prediction of our
theory.

After the above preparation, now we give a definition of
information-complete physical systems: a physical system is
said to be information-complete if and only if (the use of “if
and only if” will be explained below) it is consisted of S, A,
and P described as a trinity such that the P-SA mea-
surability and the programmed measurability SA|P are
satisfied. As a result of this definition, the P-SA

P

A

S

UP (SA)
^

UP (SA)
^

Figure 1: +e trinary picture of the world. +e division of system
S, measurement apparatus A, and programming system P nat-
urally arises in the information-complete description of physical
systems. “+e Taiji pattern” shows in an intuitive manner the S-A
interaction (entanglement), while the green discs inside and outside
the Taiji pattern represent the programmed measurement opera-
tions UP(SA) between P and SA. In ancient China, Taoists
regarded the Taiji pattern as a “diagram of the Universe.” +e
trinary picture of the world shown here is ubiquitous in the sense
that the world, at the most fundamental level, is made up of a
trinity: gravity (i.e., spacetime, P), elementary matter fermions
(S), and their gauge fields (A); the trinity should be describable by
the ICQT.
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measurability implies the existence of at most D2 inde-
pendent information-complete measurement (entanglement)
operations in the Hilbert spaces of both P and SA; these
operations generate at most D2-dimensional entanglement
betweenP andSA and at mostD2 entangled states between
S and A such that P and SA are mutually measuring and
defining. Meanwhile, under the given programming state of
P, the programmed measurability SA|P implies the exis-
tence of at most D-dimensional entangled states between S

and A such that S and A are mutually measuring and
defining, as programmed. For convenience, we also call the
complete set of states and operators defined in the Hilbert
space of P or SA information-complete. Accordingly, states
and operators for either S or A alone are information-in-
complete.+us, in the ICQT, the role of observables defined
for either S or A is quite different from the role of ob-
servables defined for P.

Let us suppose that the information-complete system
PSA has a general Hamiltonian HPSA. We assume that the
whole system evaluates according to the standard
Schrödinger equation (we take Z � 1), namely,
i(d/dt)|P(SA), t〉 � HPSA|PSA, t〉. In general, HPSA �
HP + HS + HA+ HPS + HPA + HSA + HP(SA), where the
subscripts label the corresponding systems. Now our
problem is to determine how the information-completeness
principle constrains the form of HPSA and thus the dy-
namics of the PSA-system.

Note that we can choose an orthonormal basis (the
“programming basis”) {|en,P〉; n � 0, 1, . . . , DP − 1} to
span the whole Hilbert space of P. We associate each
programming state |en,P〉 as an eigenstate of P-system’s
“programming observable” eP with eigenvalue en. It is easy
to verify that the following Hamiltonian obeys the infor-
mational completeness principle:

IPSA � HP + HP(SA) � HP

+ 

DP−1

n�0
en,P

 〉〈en,P
 HSA|P

en, t( ,
(5)

if we impose the P-SA measurability condition as follows:

HP(SA), eP  � HP, eP  � 0, (6)

namely, eP commutes with both HP(SA) and HP. If one
takes eP � HP, equation (6) reads simply as

HP(SA),
HP  � 0. (7)

In equation (5), HSA|P
(en, t) � i(d/dt) USA|P

(en, t)·
U

−1
SA|P

(en, t) is an information-complete operator set of
SA; 

DP−1
n�0 |en,P〉〈en,P| HSA|P

(en, t) represents actually
the spectrum-decomposition with respect to eP of
HP(SA)(eP, t). Meanwhile, IPSA takes a form like
IPSA � HP + HPS + HPA + HP(SA) such that P uni-
versally couples with S and A. Note that in IPSA,
Hamiltonians HS, HA, and HSA do not appear. +ese
“local” Hamiltonians ( HS, HA, and HSA) decoupled
from P induce local unitary transformations upon S or/
and A, corresponding to certain gauge, which can be

gauged out in physical predictions encoded in dual
entanglement.

IPSA induces an evolution
|P(SA), t〉 � UPSA|P, t � 0〉|SA, t � 0〉; the evolution
operator UPSA always has a factorizable structure:

UPSA(t) � 

DP−1

n�0
en,P

 〉〈en,P
 UP(t) USA|P

en, t( , (8)

as a result of the P-SA measurability condition (6), such
that (∀en)

i
d
dt

UP(t) � HP
UP(t),

i
d
dt

USA|P
en, t(  � HSA|P

en, t(  USA|P
en, t( .

(9)

In this way, the dynamical evolutions of P and SA are
mutually defined, in accordance with the information-
completeness principle.

+e Hamiltonian IPSA as given above respects the
P-SA measurability. If we also require the programmed
measurability SA|P (∀en), the evolution governed by
HSA|P

(en, t) depends on which system (S orA) defines the
programming observable. For example, if one can find the
programming observable εS|P

for S, the programmed
evolution for SA will similarly acquire the factorizable
structure as

HSA|P
en, t(  � 

D−1

i�0
εi en( , en,S

 〉〈εi en( , en,S


× HA|S|P
en, εi en( , t 

+ HS|P
en, t(  + HA|P

en, t( ,

(10)

with HA|S|P
≡ i(d/dt) UA|S|P

[en, εi(en), t] · U
−1
A|S|P

[en, εi

(en), t]. Here the orthonormal basis for S|P is
{|εi(en), en,S〉}, where |εi(en), en,S〉 is an eigenstate of
εS|P

(en) with eigenvalue εi(en) for given en. Similarly to the
P-SA measurability condition (6), we need to impose the
programmed measurability SA|P condition (∀en):

HSA|P
en, t( ,εS|P

en(   � εS|P
en( , HS|P

en, t(   � 0.

(11)

+e SA|P dynamics is then similar to the P-SA dy-
namics considered above. Such a dual dynamics of the whole
system PSA is an attribute of the trinary description and
quite distinct to the usual Schrödinger evolution.

What is the physical significance of the programming
basis {|en,P〉} and the associated observable eP? Actually it
is physically transparent that {|en,P〉} as the physical pre-
dictions can be identified with the Schmidt basis for the
P-SA decomposition, which is not affected by the local
transformations generated by HP. A more interesting
possibility is to interpret eP as a quantum nondemolition
observable [39, 40]; note that the premeasurement involves a
nondemolition coupling between S and A [37]. +en the
P-SAmeasurability condition (6) is a (sufficient) condition
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for a quantum nondemolition measurement of eP. In the
context of quantum nondemolition observable, a more
general measurability condition could be imposed. For in-
stance, the P-SA measurability condition in equation (6)
might be replaced by

UP(t), eP |P(SA), t〉 � UPSA(t), eP |P(SA), t〉 � 0.

(12)

As we require that the evolution
|P(SA), t〉 � UPSA|P, t � 0〉|SA, t � 0〉 results in a state
already in the Schmidt form

|P(SA), t〉 � 

DP−1

r�0
gr en,P

 〉 en,SA
 〉,

en,SA
 〉 ≡ USA|P

en, t( |SA, t � 0〉,

(13)

it is easy to prove that {|en,SA〉} forms an orthonormal
basis (+is is true, e.g., if |en,SA〉 is the eigenstate of
HSA|P

(en, t) with eigenvalue ESA|P
(en, t)) and

UP(t)|P, t � 0〉 � 

DP−1

r�0
gr en,P

 〉. (14)

Equation (14) looks as if the single systemP brings the
properties {g2

r , |en,P〉} of the whole P-SA system. +is is
of course not true as the Schmidt basis is the joint prop-
erties of the whole system. +e specific form of
UP(t)|P, t � 0〉 stems from the specific choice of eP in the
Schmidt basis of |P(SA), t〉. Actually, in this case, we can
choose eP � ρP.

When applying the ICQT to quantum gravity coupled
with matter quantum fields [41], the usual Schrödinger
equation losses its dynamical meaning and becomes trivially
a constraint HPSA|P(SA)〉 � 0, known as the Wheel-
er–DeWitt equation. In this case, the programming ob-
servable eP then corresponds the Dirac observable [27, 42];
dynamics described by a pair of the Schrödinger equations
can be recovered due to the dual entanglement structure.
+erefore, in this field-theoretical case, the significance and
necessity of the information-complete dynamics in trinity is
physically more transparent. Moreover, ifP is the quantized
gravitational field, then the Hamiltonians HS, HA, and HSA

are simply ruled out as the gravitational field universally
couples with any form of matter.

To end this section, it is important to note that the
distinguished roles ofP andSA are relative. Depending on
the specific form of the trinary Hamiltonian, we could have
another possibility thatSA can programme the evolution of
P. In this case, the programming basis is chosen forSA and
associated with an observable being commutative with HSA

such that theP-SAmeasurability and a similar dynamics as
in equation (9) can still be obtained. Furthermore, the roles
of P and SA are actually symmetric due to a nice property
of the Schmidt decomposition [43], in which if an ortho-
normal basis labelled by an index (e.g., n) is chosen for a
system, then the orthonormal basis for another system, by
acting a unitary transformation upon it, is labelled by the
same index. +is property implies that both of the bases are

already the Schmidt bases, up to local unitary transforma-
tions. A similar consideration is applicable to the pro-
grammed measurability SA|P, too.

5. RelationwithConventionalQuantumTheory

What is the relation between the ICQT and the usual QT?
Before answering this question, first of all, we have to ask
ourselves: Why are we bothered to revise the conventional
QT into the current formulation of such a strange ap-
pearance? Here we must introduce at the very beginning the
interacting/entangling P+SA trinity with a dynamical
evolution (being always unitary) determined by the infor-
mation-completeness principle such that the physical
properties of parameters, e.g.,P andSA, are coherently and
completely stored in the P-SA entanglement and can only
be predicted conditionally on each other. Anyway, in
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, there seems to be no
physical motivation to introduceP. +is is in sharp contrast
to traditional QT, where the “S+A” description is sufficient
and isolated, and single systems (free particles, free quantum
fields, and so on) can have certain physical properties which
can be accessed by a mysterious and nonunitary measure-
ment process.

However, one of the most important lessons learned
from general relativity is that spacetime is dynamical and the
same thing as gravity. +erefore, there are, even in principle,
no perfectly isolated systems as they must live in and couple
with dynamical spacetime. If we quantize everything of
nature, even gravity (spacetime), which mechanism could
trigger a nonunitary measurement process? Of course, one
could simply ignore, as an approximation, the dynamical
and quantum nature of spacetime as the common wisdom
does. +en, why such an ignorance could be a safe ap-
proximation without causing any internal inconsistency or
incompleteness of traditional QT? In any case, spacetime is
such an elementary physical entity. Anyone who does not
shut eyes to these problems, among other interpretational
difficulties, has to conclude that traditional QT must be
incomplete as far as spacetime is not treated physically as a
quantum system; the information-completeness principle is
a possible remedy to complete current quantum formalism,
as we suggest.

Ultimately, we should describe nature with quantum
field theory. An information-complete quantum field theory
[41] can indeed be formulated; the ICQTdeveloped here for
finite-dimensional quantum mechanical systems is thus the
conceptual preparation and the mathematical formulation
for that purpose. +erein, if we regard S as matter fermion
fields andA as their gauge fields, andSA together as matter
fields, then we immediately recognize that systemPmust be
the gravitational field (i.e., spacetime), nothing else, as only
gravitational field, while self-interacting, universally inter-
acts with all other fields. Recall that in ourP+SA trinity,P
must universally couple with S andA. If we think this way,
an amazing picture (Figure 1) of our world arises: the
gravitational field and matter fields are mutually defined and
entangled—no matter, no gravity (spacetime), and vice
versa—and for each of their entangled patterns, matter
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fermion fields and their gauge fields are likewise mutually
defined and entangled. If this is indeed what our nature
works to obey the information-completeness principle
guaranteeing the completeness of the theory from the outset,
the conventional QT will be an approximation of our ICQT
when we ignore quantum effects of nature’s programming
system, i.e., gravity. Under such an approximation, the
ICQT reduces to conventional QT, characterized by the
usual Schrödinger equation and the probability description,
and as such, QT in its current form is thus information-
incomplete. +is is in the exact sense that classical New-
tonian mechanics is an approximate theory of special rel-
ativity when a physical system has a speedmuch less than the
speed of light.

On the contrary, no matter how weak gravity is, it is
forced to be there by the information-completeness prin-
ciple, to play a role for completing a consistent quantum
theory. +is unique role of gravity (or spacetime) in our
theory is consistent with the remarkable fact that only
gravity is universally coupled to all matter fields. Of course,
our current quantum description is an extremely good
approximation. But for scales near the Planck one and for
early Universe, quantized spacetime acts as the program-
ming system and the ICQTwill be necessary.+us, both facts
(i.e., current QT works so well, and quantum gravity effects
are so weak at normal scales) hide so deeply any new the-
oretical architecture, like the ICQT, beyond current QT.
Even in the string theory and loop quantum gravity, there is
no change of the underlying quantum structure. By contrast,
what we suggest within the ICQT is that at the level of
quantized fields including quantized spacetime, everything
is quantized and one does not have the usual separation of
quantum systems and observers. In this case, one has to give
up the classical-quantum hybrid feature of current QT. For
this purpose, the most obvious way seems to be the elimi-
nation of the measurement postulate in our fully quantum
(namely, not classical-quantum hybrid) description of na-
ture. As we hope to argue, giving up the classical concepts
associated with the measurement postulate in current QT
does not lead to any sacrifice of our predictive power as the
complete information is encoded by the dual entanglement
structure.

If we take the above argument seriously, then the ICQT
captures the most remarkable trinity of nature, namely, the
division of nature by matter fermions, their gauge fields, and
gravity (spacetime), though the role of the Higgs field needs
a separate consideration (see Ref. [44] on this issue). +e
previous two sections argued the necessity of the infor-
mation-completeness in the trinary description. Here we see
that it is also sufficient: we do not have to invoke more
programming systems to programPSA simply because we
do not have spacetime out of spacetime—Trinity is necessary
and sufficient. +is eliminates the von Neumann chain in the
usual quantum measurement model, in which one could
introduce more other quantum systems interacting with the
trinity.

One of the most challenging problems in current physics
is how to put QT and general relativity into a single, con-
sistent theory. To achieve this, it is encouraging to have a

quantum formalism like the ICQT, in which gravity must be
quantized and plays an essential role. As we showed else-
where [41], following the above arguments indeed leads to a
consistent quantum framework of unifying spacetime
(gravity) and matter, without the fundamental inconsis-
tencies [42] between gravity and conventional quantum field
theory, implying the conceptual advantages of our theory.
For instance, with the theoretical input from loop quantum
gravity predicting the quantized geometry [27, 42, 45–47],
the information-complete quantum field theory naturally
explains the holographic principle, as well as its general-
ization, via spacetime-matter entanglement. As we currently
understand it, the holographic principle [48–50] imposes a
strong limit on the allowed states of quantum system in any
finite spacetime regime. Such a limit paves the way to escape
the infrared and ultraviolet singularities (divergences) that
occur in conventional quantum field theory [27, 42].

+us, the ICQT gives a strong motivation or reason for
quantizing spacetime/gravity; there is no trinity if there is no
quantized gravity. +e natural position of gravity in the
ICQT cannot be accidental and may be a strong evidence
supporting our information-complete description of nature.
It is surprise to see that nature singles out gravity as a
programming field, which plays a role that is definitely
different from matter fields. However, quantizing gravity as
yet another field, as in conventional quantum field theory, is
not sufficient and does not automatically result in a correct
and consistent quantum theory of all known forces. Only
when the information-completeness in the trinary de-
scription is integrated into our quantum formulation, can we
have the desired theory of the Universe. +e distinct roles of
matter-matter (matter fermions and their gauge fields)
entanglement and spacetime-matter (i.e., gravity-matter)
entanglement indicate the reason why quantizing gravity as
usual quantized fields suffers from well-known conceptual
problems.

As an abstract mathematical structure, the current QT is
content irrelevant in the following sense: while it is believed
to be universally applicable to physical systems of any
physical contents, ranging from elementary particles and
(super)strings to the whole Universe, what physical content
that it describes does not matter, and the physical content
never changes its very structure. +e situation for classical
mechanics is quite similar in this aspect. However, the ICQT
changes this in a dramatic way in the sense that the trinary
picture of nature has to be integrated into a consistent
formulation to enable an information-complete description.
+e physical content that the ICQTdescribes does matter as
the states and their dynamical evolution of the trinary system
are constrained or structured into the dual forms specified
above. In particular, the inclusion of the programming
system, identified with gravity in the field-theoretical case, is
very essential and necessary in our description.

To end this section, let us briefly consider further
conceptual applications of the ICQT. For information-
complete quantum systems, interactions lead to P-SA
entanglement and the programmed S-A entanglement
from a separable initial state. +is might hint the possibility
that the Universe as a whole has an increasing entanglement,
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a kind of entanglement arrow of time (see also Ref. [41]). We
note related analysis on the role of entanglement in the
thermodynamic arrow of time in the framework of con-
ventional [51, 52] or time-neutral formulation [53] of
quantum mechanics. As gravity arguably plays an essential
role in our information-complete description of nature, it is
intriguing to see that gravity plays some role in the oc-
currence of the second law of thermodynamics and the
arrow of time, as hinted in the study of black-hole ther-
modynamics [42, 54–56]. In the Diósi–Penrose model
[57, 58], gravity was argued to play certain role for the wave
function collapse.

Moreover, the conceptual difficulty of applying usual QT
to the whole Universe disappears in our ICQT. Actually, the
ICQT is a self-explaining quantum structure and does not
need observers for its own formulation. +e Universe de-
scribed by the ICQT is thus self-explaining: +e constituent
parts in trinity are mutually defining and measuring in a
specific dual entanglement structure, eliminating any sub-
jective aspects regarding the current interpretations of
quantum states—the existence of the Universe does not rely
on the existence of potential observers observing the Uni-
verse. Entanglement in the dual form encodes, without
relying on any external observers, all physical information
and can give all physical predictions of the theory.

6. Information-Complete
Quantum Computation

A new theory should make new predictions or/and motivate
new applications; for new predictions of our theory, see Refs.
[41, 44]. Of course, previous interpretations of QT are very
important for a better understanding of the theory. How-
ever, no interpretations make new predictions or/and mo-
tivate fundamentally new applications. Now we argue that
our ICQT indeed motivates new applications if we consider
its computational power. Even though gravity would play
certain role in our future understanding of nature, artificial
information-complete quantum systems are realizable
without quantizing gravity.

What is an information-complete quantum computer
(ICQC)? We define the ICQC as an artificial information-
complete quantum system, or a quantum intelligent system
(qubeing), which has an information-complete trinary
structure consisting of S, A, and P. +e ICQC starts from
an initial state |ICQC〉0 � |ψ,S〉|ϕ,A〉|χ,P〉. As usual, the
S system has n qubits, and thus dimensions of 2n. To be well
defined, we also use qubits to make up theA system and the
P system; A(P) has nA (nP) qubits and dimensions of
2nA(2nP). To satisfy the information-completeness principle,
we have nA � n and nP � 2n. Our ICQC then works by
applying certain patterns of quantum logic gates (single-
qubit, two-qubit, and three-qubit gates), determined by
quantum algorithm pertaining to the question under study.
Generally speaking, as an artificially controllable quantum
system, the patterns of gates are allowed to exhaust all
unitary operations on the wholePSA system. Here, for our
purpose, we consider a simplified ICQC; namely, we only
perform the programmed measurement operation UP(SA)

on PSA. +e resulting final state of the ICQC reads
|ICQC〉 � UP(SA)|ICQC〉0 with

UP(SA) � 
4n−1

p�0
|p,P〉〈p,P| UP

USA sp, z , (15)

where the pair observables are defined by USA(sp, z) and,
particularly, sp spans a complete operator set for S, and z
denotes n Pauli’s operators z for A.

Is the ICQC defined above a usual quantum computer
merely with more (n + nA + nP � 4n) qubits, but without
the information-completeness and trinary structure? +e
answer is definitely “no” because of the conceptual difference
between the two quantum computing devices. To see this, we
prepare each qubit of S in the initial state
|+,S〉 � (1/

�
2

√
)(|0,S〉 + |1,S〉) such that |ψ,S〉 is in a

superposition of all 2n bit values with equal probability
amplitude: |ψ,S〉 � (1/

��
2n

√
) 

2n−1
x�0 |x,S〉. +e initial states

of A and P are likewise prepared:
|ϕ,A〉 � (1/

��
2n

√
) 

2n−1
y�0 |y,A〉 and

|χ,P〉 � (1/
��
4n

√
) 

4n−1
z�0 |z,P〉. Such a coherent superposi-

tion of conventional quantum computer’s initial states is
believed to be the very reason for the speedup of quantum
algorithms [28, 59].

In the present case of the simplified ICQC, UP(SA) can
encode information-complete programmed measurement
operations upon A and S. +ese operations actually de-
termine the allowed quantum algorithms and their outputs
(along the z-basis) on n-qubit state |ψ,S〉, in the termi-
nology of conventional quantum computing, in which the
usual quantum measurement (also along the z-basis) is now
replaced by the programmed entanglement created by
USA(sp, z). +en we immediately see that in the ICQC, one
has dual parallelism: parallelism in initial states as usual and
parallelism of programmed operations (algorithms and
outputs). In other words, a single ICQC with 4n qubits could
compute in parallel 22n algorithms of usual quantum com-
puters with n qubits. Due to this particular dual parallelism
enabled by the ICQC, it is reasonable to expect much higher
computational power with the ICQC.

Actually, the ICQC is, by definition, the most powerful
computational machine on qubit systems in the sense of
information-completeness; otherwise it is information-in-
complete. Finding algorithms on the ICQC to explicitly
demonstrate the computational power of the ICQC is surely
a future interesting problem. Also, computational com-
plexity and error tolerance in the ICQC framework are two
important issues. If nature does use the information-com-
pleteness as a guiding principle, it computes the world we
currently know (see [41] for a further discussion); such a
world could be simulated and thus comprehensible by the
ICQC in principle.

7. Conclusions and Outlook

In the present work, we have presented an interpretation-
free QT under the assumption that quantum states of
physical systems represent an information-complete code of
any possible information that one might access. To make the
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information-completeness explicit in our formalism, the
trinary picture of describing physical systems seems to be
necessary. Physical systems in trinity evaluate and are
entangled both in a dual form; quantum entanglement plays
a central role in the ICQT—our world is information given
in terms of entanglement at the most fundamental level. So
the ICQTmodifies two postulates (on quantum states and on
dynamics) of current quantum mechanics in a fundamental
way and eliminates the measurement postulate from our
description; as a result of the modifications, the observables
can be either information-complete (for P or SA) or in-
formation-incomplete (forS orA). We give various evidence
and conceptual applications of the ICQT, to argue that the
ICQT, naturally identifying gravity as nature’s programming
system in the field-theoretic case, might be a candidate
theory capable of unifying matter and gravity (spacetime) in
an information-complete quantum framework; for further
development on our theory in the context of quantum
gravity coupled with matter, see Ref. [41]. In this sense, the
conventional QT will be an approximation of our ICQT
when quantum effect of gravity is ignored. Such an ap-
proximation leads to the approximate Schrödinger equation
and the probability description of current QT. +is is in the
exact sense that classical Newtonian mechanics is an ap-
proximate description of relativistic systems. +e ICQT
motivates an interesting application to information-com-
plete quantum computing.

As we argued above, the current quantum mechanics is
not information-complete because of its classical-quantum
hybrid feature and, thus, suffers from interpretational dif-
ficulties. +e explicit demand of information-completeness
not only removes the conceptual problem of our current
understanding of quantum mechanics, but also leads to a
profound constraint on formulating quantum theory. +us,
the ICQT should not be understood simply as another in-
terpretation of current QT; rather, it, by giving up the
classical concept of probability associated with the mea-
surement postulate, generalizes current quantum formal-
ism—the physical prediction (outcomes of an observable
and the corresponding probabilities) of a quantum mea-
surement in conventional QT is now entailed by entan-
glement; no entanglement implies no information and thus
no prediction. As we noted previously, adding information-
completeness requirement into our current quantum for-
malism leads to serious consequences: information-com-
pleteness not only restricts the way on how to describe
physical systems, but also the way how they interact/en-
tangle with each other [44]. +is will thus give a very strong
constraint on what physical processes could have happened
or be allowed to happen.

On the one hand, the ICQT provides a coherent con-
ceptual picture of, or sheds new light on, understanding
some problems or phenomena in current physics, in-
cluding the intrinsic trinity of matter fermions, gauge
fields and gravity, the arrow of time, and the holographic
principle. On the other hand, some other problems, such
as the complementarity principle, quantum nonlocality
[25], and quantum communication, should be reconsid-
ered from the viewpoint of the ICQT. All current quantum

communication protocols [28, 60, 61] have to make use of
classical concepts on information. It is thus very inter-
esting to see how to do communication in the ICQT and,
particularly, to see whether or not it is possible to achieve
unconditionally secure communication.

According to the ICQT, the world underlying us is all
about information (entanglement); it is information-com-
plete, deterministic, self-defining, and thus objective. Such a
world view (“quantum determinism”) is of course quite
different from what we learn from current quantum me-
chanics, but in some sense, it returns to Einstein’s world view
and, not surprisingly, represents an embodiment of
Wheeler’s thesis known as “it from bit” [62]. Such a
viewpoint calls for a reconsideration of our current un-
derstanding on physical reality, information, spacetime
(gravity), and matter, as well as their links. Let us cite the
famous Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen paper [1] here: “While we
have thus shown the wave function does not provide a
complete description of the physical reality, we left open the
question of whether or not such a description exists. We
believe, however, that such a theory is possible.” It is too early
to judge whether or not our ICQT completes current
quantum mechanics in the Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen sense
cited above, as experiments will be the ultimate judgement.
But if nature does work like a description provided by the
ICQT, nature will be very funny, and more importantly,
nature does be comprehensible via a self-defining quantum
structure. Einstein might be very happy to see that two of his
important theoretical achievements, namely, general rela-
tivity (after being quantized in modern language) and the
concept of quantum entanglement (discovered by him,
together with Podolsky and Rosen), are very essential for our
information-complete quantum description.
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